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The plane problem of two joined diss:Jm.ilar materials containing-
a crack along their common interface and subjected to an isolated 
force acting at an interior point or one of the two materials is 
considered. The desired complex potential functions are obtained 
from the superposition of solutions to two separate problems. The 
qriginal problem with the crack absent is first solved and the 
tractions at the crack site computed. Upon prescribing the negative 
of these tractions on the crack surfaces, the solution to the second 
part of the problem may be obtained by evaluating a number of Caucbf 
·, integrals. A llmiting case of interest is that of a concentrated 
force applied to the surface of the crack. Fj.nally, the a-tress 
' 
intensity factors (indicative of the onset of rapid fracture in the 
Griffith-Irwin theory) are calculated. 
, . 
,. 










The problem of two semi-infinite bodies· having different elastic 
properties joined along straight line segments has received consider4ble 
attention in the past few years. The unbonded segments of the two-
material interface may be idealized as cracks. The stress state near 
the tip of on~ of these cracks has been shown to possess an oscillatory 
character. 
Using an eigenfunction approach, Williams [1}* has show 
. ' 
qualitatively that the stresses near the tip of a semi-infinit~ 
crack between two different materials change sign an infinite number 
of times and their singularities are of the order of r-i, r being the 
distance from the crack tip.** Quantitative solutions to problems 
of dissimilar materials containing cracks along their common interface 
have been given by Rice and Sib [3]. They expressed the Airy stress 
function obtained from eigenfunction expansions as a power series in 
the complex variable z = x + iy and were thus able to express t·he four 
Goursat functions ~j(z), 'i'j(z) (j = 1,2) in terms of a single 
complex function, g(z). 
Continuing, the fundarnent.al problem of two equal and opposite 
forces acting on the surfaces of a finite crack centered at the origin 
was ·solved. This result can be used as a Green's function to forIID1late 
problems involving any arbitrary self-equilibrating loading on a 
crack of finite length. It should be noted that this method introduces 
.the Cauchy kernel 1/(x - z). without the use of Hilbert problem techniques. 
• Numbers in bracke~s designate References at the end of the paper •. 
. ·_ ** Stress oscillatio~s of this type were also observed in the bending 
. of plates of mi:ed mater!a~s by Sib and Rice [2]o 
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The present problem deals with two bonded semi-infinite elast~c 
bodies with a crack along the ~terrace. The composite body is 
·· subjected to a singular force acting at an arbitrary point of the 
bc;,dy. The solution to tliis problem can be further used to attack 
a variety of problems involving distributed loadings and plates 
vith stiffeners in mixed media. The method of solution applies 
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SateRMPQ.1; sg_ i11! Problea 
Let a material ~1th elastic properties E1,1J1 occupy the upper 
half-plane, y-:> 01 and a material with elastic pr<;>perties E2,u 2 
occupy the lower half-plane, y< O. The two materials are 
peFfectly bonded along the x-axis except for a crack of length 2a 
centered at the origin. Without loss in generality, a force P + iQ 
is assumed to act at the point z0 in the upper half-plane. The 
... 
stresses at infinity are assumed to vanish. 
This problem will be solved by superposing the results of 
l 
two associated problems (see Figure 1). The first problem is that 
of a force P + iQ acting at the point z0 in the upper half-plane 
for the body without a crack. The second problem is that of the 
body with a central crack upon which act the negative of the 
stresses calculated £rom the first problem. Addition of these two 
solutions gives the desired result, namely a force acting at z0 
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froblem l - Isolated Forces a DissjSlar Media 
The plane stress problem of twc joined semi-infinite plates 
(bonded along the x-ax;t.s) subjected to a load (Q,P) at (O,c) has 
been solved by Frasier and Rongved [4]. Expressing their stress 
solution in terms of the Goursat functions ~j (z), Pj (z) (j = 1,2) 
.. for the general plane problem with force R = Q + 1P at z0 = x0 +.170 , 
one obtains (see Appendix I), 
<J! ( ~) ~ I 
I . l,r("t., .... I) ,, 
\ - (n2~-?t. )R ·:'P, ( 'i= ) ~ ?t., R - R . . ' 




( 1- l) 
' <~-~>R (-?1,+ ~) <~.•}) l~-~ )~ 
-~· 
tor the upper halt-plane ~d 
·-R \ 
':. I ------ ---
'2. 1T ( I+ ?1.1. i ) 
.. 
\J:'1 ( i:) ::., ) -n, R 
/ 'l.T{ (?t,+i) 
\ 
+ R [ (~-~) "i:o ]--'---
'l.1t (-n.•"r) -l,...-n~i> c~-~>:i. 
tor the lower half-plane. In the above, ) = Gi/G2, Gj is the shear 
modulus, n j is 4 - 3V j for plane strain and 3 - V j/1 +V j for 
__-· 
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generalized plane stress, and Vj 1s··101sson1 s rati?• Note that tor 
ij 
a homogeneous body, the above equations reduce to the well-known 
result in [5]. 
" . 
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[l 
Probla ·i - .lr1>1trar1 Stregses Agplied 12 ~ Crack 
Surf aces in 1-lixed Media ___ ...........,____ -
The problem of two bonded dissimilar materials containing a 
crack of length 2a. whose surfaces are subjected to the negative ot 
the stresses computed from the first problem is solved using 
equation (26) in [3]. 
From equations (1) or (2), the stresses acting on the bond 
line y = 0 are .found; 
-
- R \ 
' - --
-i .r ( , ... ?t,'l 1 ) ~ - i.o -~-~ 
+ ("io - ~o ) R I 
lir(-n,+~) ()(-~)' 
( 
The Goursat functions for this problem are,given in [.3] by 
equations (11), (12), (13), and (26) as 
f, (~) : Cj ( ":i:-) F ( ~ ) + A 
.. 
{3) 
-:. 1..w e._ ( )i=< ) [ a~-1-li ta 1: ~(~) _ "i;.q 'C=t)] F(?;) 
'P, ( ~) e. C, ~ 'i: + ~,., - a 1. , o 
- (f:\+A) (4) 
tor ,,, o and 
i,(:i:):. e1.1re. ~(1:)F(~) +MA 
• , ".' • • •• ~ ./I' I ..... tt-til. . ,.. ~ ,.., ...... 1',. • . . • I I 'h ~ - ...a ..... _ • 1111u·n1:1 .... .,. • . ~·-
,_.,.,.,.,. 







for y<- o. In equations (4) and ( 5), the following contractions have 
been made 
( ,n, +' ) A-1:.. ----
y ( ?t,,_ .. \ ) , 
\J. [ J i l ( "'_ ' )- ,2. l: + a and ~ ~ a c-a , 
·, 
a . 
e.·1t t. J ( <r1 ( x, 0) - i. 'G .. 1 (,c, O l) [ a-~ 
'l. ,r - a_ a. .... X. J
i.:/ 1 ~· 
a-x dx 
l-X 
The constants A and A in equations (4) and (5) are related to the 
stresses at infinity and are assumed to vanish for this problem. 
(6) 
Substituting equation (3) into (6) and perform1ng the necessar7 
integration (see Appendix II) gives 
.., 
I R ., 
-- -
?t.. R I 
--
1 Tt ( 1 +11.i l) i. -~ l ,,. ( -11. + ~ ) ~ -~-
-
_ ~-~) R I 
2Tt (?t,+¥) (i-~o )4 
. t. 
- ~ , [ eo - a J ' /r--i:o-1.--a--.'a. , 
1,r ( \+?1.1. ~) 'i-~o t:o +a 
~ "'1.1 ~ 1_ [~-~ J'/1:./J'L-a.1. I 
'l. it ( ?1, + l ) 1: - ::o eo-1- a · · 
+ (=i.,- Co) f{ [~-a Ji.ji., 1._ d.~ 
11T ("1,+ ~) 'eo t-a 
' ( 'A , ~ a + ~o ) 
... -
"i:-'cc, 
· R ... ?:L. R. . .. 
- -- +· 
:11T ( I +?l.1. ¥ ) l. Tt ( ')t I + l ) 
-8-
c' f. . 
c -a ] J,._~-,._-a.-". 
1:+a. 
.• 
. ' ,,;.:. f7) -- ···. 
,. 
. O' 





It follows that the Goursat functions for this problea become 
\ 
R I 
'?t. R \ 
-----(?t,+-'6) -"i: - ":i:. 0 
- '~---------
- ('!!-o -i:o) R. I I - [ (':l+a )(io -;} ) ] i:o 1._a.1. 
( i?Z 1 + ! ) ( ~ -~o ya. ( :Z:- a) (~+a) ~ 'l._ a 1. 
+ (~.-~) R , [(~+a.)(=bo-a)1'e:. ('liEa+~) ( 11 , + l ) ""l -~ ( t -a) ( ~ + a ) J ( r. ... _ a .... ) ( i;- -a,. j 
.. 
- [c,~~11> - <~.·+~)] [ ::: f~~"'-1a~' 
, et1tE. 





I _ [ (~-a) ( ~o +a) J ~ ... __ , 
( \+?\.1. 1) - t. "-a ... "l-~ (~+a.) (~-a.) 
Zt. 
-?t, R 
' \ - [ (~-a.){ to+ a) J ":o ""-a"' (?1,+i) ~-~Q (~+a) ( ~1)-a) "l1.-a 1 
iE..---\ _ [(~-a) ( eo +a. )J =lo 1.._a 1. 
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~- [ 1 _ N~+aH~.-a)Jc:'" i., ... _,1.. J 
c.-:c,. t('i:-a)(~+a) ~.._-a:i. . -1 
• 
- t~----
-(i-eo) " ' l~ [,-[<1:+a.)(~-a.)] ~4-~~ ]-1 
( "1., ... ~) (i:-io)1 i--~ (~-a)(eo~a.) . 1.. - a 
- LL 
+ (~-".co) ~ :_ :i. [ (c+a.) ~-a..)] ( li t..a t ~) 
(?t,+~) (e.-~) (1::.-a_) c~+a) J,~~-az.)(~l.-a") 
. + ca~+li ta C') [ !:"I-a. Jte. 
(: "2-_ a,.)~,~ r-a-
[ \ + [~-a 1iJ~~-a1.' J R \ -
( \4-?t,1 1) 1:-~ ) i:t,+a_ 
... "'1., R [ I [~-a f)~~-aL'] ' + 





tor 1> O and 
'Pi. ( 1:) ~ ' 
~TT 
R 
( , .. ?1L2 l ) 
-
,n, ~ 




e. '11\' E'. / 
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[ ('t+a)( ~o-a.) J C:f. i:o ... -: ... 
c~-a.) ( ~1' a) •· ':!~-a 
1 _ [. (c+a) (1:0-a) ]i]e: 'i,,-i.-a 1. (":c-a)(io+a..) 9t,.-a.a. 
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I. I 
' I 
l ! r1 
I I , 
\ 
-
. \ + e 1.,tL 
R. , _ { I _ [ ( c - a) ( i;;, + a) J 'e.. ~o -i.._ a, 'J. 





+ ' e '2.1t t. 
l.,,. I + e. 2.,,. t. 
·e. R I i: I I - ['e~a)("J.o-a.)r ~~-~,. J-1} 
( ' .... ?t..1. 1) i:-:o • - ?;.o (~-a..) (i:o+a) e -a 
• [ [ )( ) ,~ --i... ,. "1., R ~ ]-1 J - ' I _ [ (~+a. ::.,-a. J Co -a_ (?t .... ,) ~-~ L :r:-~ c-.-a.) (~-ta) ~'.2.- a' 
_ (i.-*9) R 1 { 1~ [ 1 _ [('t~a..)(h-a)J' ~-a.-a.-a. J-l} (?t,+l) l"i:-~)4 t-~ (~-a)("i,+a) r.1.-a-a. 
+ (~-~) R C [ (-~~a.)Cio-a.) ]tE ('lit.a+~o) 
( "1., + l) ( ~ -~ r ("1- -d) l i .. ~ a..) '('l:2-a1)(~ ,._a .. , 1 
... (a ,.t 2; E.a ~ )_ [~~a. ]' £.. 
( "!: '2._ a 'l) l/a 'i-- a. 
,~ ~ __ R_ [ \ ,..· -'-[°!o:~ ] J-~-,._-a..-,.·- ] 
( \ + ?t.1. ~ ) i: - ~ ~ ,-g, 
[ \ + ie. ] -'---r~-a] Ji.,.-a~ 
1:-z. ':co +a. 
.. 
., . 









~ The solution to the original problem is found by adding 
equations (1) and (8), .(2) and (9). The stresses and displacements 
at any point in the body may be obtained in a straightforward manner 
upon inserting these equations into 
and 
( crit )1 + ( <ry_),i =- t Re. ( ~1 ( '!.)) =- l (I/~)+ 11 <1:)) 
( <ry >i - ( er. >i + 'l il"c •y >; ~ ~ ~1 < ~) ... 'Pi< r- > .. 
U '\ -+ i V 1 :. I [ "1. j q>1 ( "i.) - 1:. cp~, ( :t;) - 'f'1 ( ~ ) ] 1 ca. , 1 
I 
vbere '1?1 ( 1:-) ::. 'f1 ( -i) and ':Ej Cc) : 'l'i ( i:) 
For a homogeneous body subjected to an isolated force, the 
solution can_be found from [6]. The Goursat functions become 
~(~) = \ _-_R._ ,. _!_ { R [ \ -
-a-c:. l i:-io 
-11. R [ \ - ~/·- a 1. ] - ra. -"io) R [' -
-
- c"--&"" (c.-~ ),._ ~-~ 
- R (?t-1) (~-~) R -.... ~ 
I c '"'"- a -i. ).( i:, ~-d ~) • - J ~,._a 'L , ~-ea 
-I -?1.. R 
?-,, ( \ -t-?t.) "i.- Co 
'11.. R [,- ea'--a.a. J ( - ) R [ - - To-°L \-~-~ i: ~-a.. 'I. (~-'!o ).2 
,· 
.... ( C\, -~.) R "i.o R ( ?\- \) 
+ 
"i- 1:~ / (i'&.-a ~)( ~ "L_ a.2.)' J1:.1...-a -i.' 
' 
+. 
~ [ "zo t ~ "'- a-i. J -
-:a - "!ca '. i!~co i:-eo ~ "2._ a"' 
'l.,'" 
-
?1. R [ ~ 'i: ~o z.-a.2· ] --c.-t:. i-io l-1-Q cz.-a.a. 
wi-. ........ ff , ....... .... ~ '1 • ~·~ ., . 





~ 1.._ d 1. 








' - ·-· 
/ 
] - 1] ~.,. 
-
+ (~-~) R 1:- ~ 
- ( ~- r.,) .,_ J ( c1 -a 1.)(~ .,__a'-) 
,, 
- R [ \ + ' J'i:.'1.-a~·] ._,,,_ R [I+ '- )~1.-a.-i] 
't-:Z.. ~-~ 
-
- J .. (~ -~) R J~1.-ai. [ '- ~ ... - io 4 - a. I. Z;- ~ "i- 'i:o 
,· r (12) I ,, 
where fl ( z) is related to 'i'(z) by 't'(z) = Ji ( z) - ~(z) 
- z ~· (z) • 
Setting t.. = O, ~ = 1, and ,nl = '11.2 = ?1.. in equations (1) and (8), 
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I•Rll$'4 Poree a~ Crack surrace 
The solution to the problem of an isolated force acting on the 
(upper) surface of the crack may be obtained as a special case of 
equations (1) and (8), (2) and (9) by letting z0 approach b (see 
Figure 2). It should be cautioned that the function 
(z + a)i-1ecz - a)i+i~ takes on different values depending on 
whether bis approached from the upper or lower half-plane. Thus, 
tor-instance, 
' \ ·t. - l - ' t. 'i -tie.. in e. 
- -it )2 ., L , W'\ ( ~ -t a )2. (i
0 - a,) = - e L i m ( eo -t a) 2. (~-a.. C'o-tb co_. b 
( For this problem, the Goursat functions are 
<f>,(c):. -R1 I \ \ < 
• Llt ('11,°"~) -'i:---b- + l.Tt \Te1~e_ 
I 
\ 
_ b Ri- I 
111' ( -n, + 'lf ) ( ~ - b )-a. 
\ + e '2.tt '-
-
' ' 
., ___ _ 
.. 'l,r I + e '11TL -
·.:i ••. 
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• .- .. --~ ---- - -- ~ - ._J.___._.._ -------.-. ···-· . '•.• · .. 
tor y> O and 
.•:.·: 
t·· •• ,.t 
~1.(i;) :. -R ' 1. ,r ( \ + "1--"t ) ) i;-b 
[ R -n, R 
(l-t?t1~) - ·(~ .• ~) 
'1'1 (:c): ..,,_ R -'-
2..11 (?t, + J) 1:-\, 
"j 
,. II I 
' \ < 















\ :+ e. -J.fl t. 
-
(13) 
1 -r ~+a 
=c-6 
-
J ~e. I 















tor y<. o. 
For the case that b = 0 (force applied at the origin), the 
contact stresses (<Ty and z:.1 on the bond line y = 0) are found from 
equ.ations (10) and (13). Noting from equation (4) that (in general) 
for Problem 2, 
1: 0 (") F (x) + i (,,c) f lx) -t- x. [ ~ '()(.) F(x) -+ 0 ( ><) F '{x) j 
·• e. 1.'11' t. ci" ( )( ) F ( X ) 1" [ • 1 +' 'J. j f a_ )(. C\. ( )( ) - )( g I ( X ) ] F { )( ) 
0 X 1. _ a 1 "• 0 CJ 
• 
- +e '1()dF(x) + d(><)F(x) I+ a+ it.a>'·)(- it;" ( 
' 
1
'" e. ) - [ 'I l ,. l ] 
"i._ al. 
- (15) 
the contact stresses for the vhole problem become 
i t.. ] 
(16) 
so 
c:r., (,<, 0 ) :. 1 --1--







Q {- [ I -( '+ ?t'l l) 
For the corresponding problem without a crack, equations (2) give 
<fy <.,c, 0) .- ~ t ,c1 (¥, O) =- <£i. ( ,d ..- ~ Cx) + x ~(>d + ~-i (~ \ -
- R [ 11., I J I 
- 2TT (?1.,+n- (1+?1.1.)) -)(- (19) 
80 Q [ ?t, I ] Cly(><,O): 
' l1T ( "'l I .. l ) - ( I +-??. ~ ) ) >C. (20) 
and ? [ I 'rl1 J ' b,ty (,<, 0) :. )(. 2,i ( 1 +?t")) ( n , ... ~ > (21) 
·( 
:.,_, . 




















Strege Intenaitx Pagtgra 
For problems involving homogeneous bodies with cracks, it baa 
been found that the stress distribution near the crack tip has the 
same functional form, differing in magnitude only by a constant 
related to the loading and geometry of the body. When this constant, 
called the stress intensity factor, reaches a critical value, crack 
extension occurs. 
For plane problems, any distribution of forces can be achieved 
by a combination of symmetric and skew symmetric loads. A stress 
intensity factor is associated with each of these types of loadings. 
For instance, in the simple case of a homogeneous cracked plate 
subjected to uniform tension (<:r) or uniform shear c~) at infinity, 
the stress intensity factors are k1 = (f jtl and k2 = -cj& where 
' 
a is the crack length. Here, k1 and k2 have straightforward 
interpretations. 
For two dissimilar materials containing a finite crack, the stress 
intensity factors were defined in equation (30) in [3] as 
'I . ) . :--, t.. - ) 2+1~~ k, (a. -1k2(-):. 'lJ2 eit L irn (z-a.. ~,(~) (22) 
'!~ a. - '. 
In the general case of a concentrated load Rat point z0 in the upper 
·-:alf-plane, the stress intensity factors are found to be 
·e cl (2a.)' /_ R I ['ia-aJJ-i:oa-_a.-a.'-1} 
2TT/ac.o~\-trt'e.. \ (\+n.l} a-i:o ~..-a 
\<, (a) - i ki (a) :. 
+ ?t., R [ 1 [ !o -. a J 'r. / 1:o -i._ a -a. ' - 1 (n,1-~ > L a-~o ~+a. 
'9 ("to-~o) R ' 
('>1-_, ~ 1) a-io r-~-a. -=;. ~al. 
i E, '( ) a 1,t:-1 





































~--.... For the special case or a force Q + iP at the origin on the 
upper surface of the crack, equation (23) simplifies to 
. Q ( I -2n'L) 
-1Tt.( ) 
• ?'?, e c.o 4S t J \'"\ l a + e. \ + ?1., , , tiJ t ..R" l a 
.k1. (a)• 
2 11 £' c.o~ hTt f. ( \ ~'?ti. 1) ' ' 
As in the examples discussed in (J], equations (24) show that the 
expressions for k1 and k2 contain combinations of the symmetric and 
skew symmetric loads, P and Q. Since the values of the stress 
intensity factors do not have the simple physical interpretation as 
in the case of the homogeneous body, the criterion of crack extension 
_must be rased on the critical value of some function of k1 and k2 • 





















Using the results ·of this paper in conjunction with those 
I 
ot [3], any plane problem of cracks in dissimilar media rray be 
solved. Several technically important.probl~ms which fall into 
this category are those involving distributed loads and plate 
stiffeners. The Goursat functions for dissimilar media subjected 
to a distribution of fofces may be determined from equations 
'--
(1) and (a), (2) and (9) by allowing z0 to vary and then integrating 
over the known values of Ras a function of z0 • For a plate with 
a rigid stiffener (or crack arrestor), the Goursat functions may 
be found by superposing the solutions to two separate probl~~· 
The original problem with the stiffener absent is first solved 
and the displacements at the stiffener site calculated. The 
second problem is solved by prescribing the negative of these 
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Agndix l - Determination 2f. f.1.ial, '!.µ.!l. for Problem l 
''.·":" 
The Goursat functions for Problem 1 are determined ·rrom the 
,tress solution given in [4] by means of equations (10). In 
chan~ing from the notation in [4] to that used in this paper, Qz and 
~ become P and Q, z becomes y, M j become Gj, and unprimed and primed 
quantities (referring to the upper and lower half-planes res9ectively) 
become subscripted by 1 and 2. 
Beginning \,rith the lower half-plane (j = 2), Re( "2(z)) is 
round from (10) for the load P (since (crx>2 due to Q contains &l1 
obvious rr~sprint). One obtains 
-- P<:ia ' 
----
2. ,r ~1.. .. ?1..l. e:- ' 
;. R [ ..: i P ' J 
e_ 'lTT ( lt'?'ta§) i:-i'-
G" 
where Gj is the shear modulus and 71.j = 3 -Vj/ 1 +vj for plane 
stress. By analogy with the solution for the homogeneous body 
given in [5], equation (25) suggests that 
-11. ( 1: ) :. • Q +; p -'-
l TT ( \ + ?11 ~) i:-\C. 
To simplify computations, define .0. j (z) by 
-Jl t (:) ~ f 1 C-t) + i; ~; (-1:) + ~ ( 7:) 
Using (27) to eliminate · 'i'j (z) in (10), one firids that 
. 
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Arter considerable calculation, one finds· 
n (-)-:..· I \ 
.Ji. ~ "")i. l TT ( n, + ~ ) ( ~ 1.+ ( 'f- c.) 
11., (Q+\ ?) [ (')(3+)(. ('i-c.r'') +i ()('1('/•C.)+(y-c..)~)] 
+ 'l ( P + i Q ) [ ( )( 1. ( '1 -c. ) - ( 'I ~c. ) ~) + i ( 2 )( (. y - , \ ~) ] 
- [ ( )l 1.y - '1 (. 't -c. } ~) +- i ( 2 "'1 (. '1 -c. ) ] 
n, (Q+if>) (Q-,P) 
- 2ic. 1-t ic.. (r+,·c. )1.. 
Using (26), (27), and (29), one can determine '1'2 (z). S1Jmmarizing 
these results, 
~(i) .. - R ' • 2:rr ( I +111 1) =! _, C 
(29) 
521.(t):. I [ ,n, R 1· R J 
- 'C. (JO) in (?1,+)) ~+,c.. ( r-r,·c)' 
'!>, ( l:) - ?1,R 
' 
. R [ 1 - lC ... 
.l.lT (-n,•~) -2Tt(?t,+l) • i:-,c.. 
t To determine the corresponding functions for j = 1, analytically 
continue the b.oundary values of ~(z), 'lJ2(z) into the upper half-plane. 
The stresses and the derivatives of the displacement~ may be expressed 
,\ 
ty use of equations (10), (11), and (27) as 
( er., -i t ,,., ); : f 1 ( :e;) + '£1 ( t;) .., ~ ~1 (::) • ~1 ( '!-} 
:. t,(~) ... ni(1) +(c-i)if(t) (31) 
2-.. {u+,")·· d~ . 1 ~ 'l.1Ga [ -n3 ~j(i) - <!j Cc) - ~ ~1(T:) - 'i')(a-J] 
I _[n.3~(1;)-n1(i)+(i-:)lj(=t)] (J2) 
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From the condition of continuity of stress .and displacement on the 
bond· line z = x, one has 
-
"1.. I i, (>C. ) - _f2 I ( X ) =. '6 ( 1t 2 ~-Z. ( )( ) - Sl ~ ( )( ) ) (33) 
Solvll}g (33) for §1(x) and.n1(x), one obtains 
'i, ( ,t ) : I [ ~1. ( X ) [ I + "1.1. )' 1 ,. Jl1. (>< ) [ 1 ·- l'] J 
( ?t. , + I ) ( .34) 
.n 1 ( ,d =. \ [ <;P2. (X) [ ,,t I -?t.2. y] + Sl~.( )') [ 111 + !] ] 
( n ' + ' ) /--·, 
These definitions are used to determine ~(z) and.n1(z) in t~e upper 
half-plane. Applying (JO) and (34), 
[ - R 
'i- - , <:.. 
[ -n, R - ( "1.,. " - ?1 I ) J1,(c) = ' 2P R 
- 'C + 
2-rr (11.,+\) . c~+,c.)· ( '•?t~ ¥) i:-+ic.. 
\," :.:..., 
R 
. ~ (e) ~ \ [ ?1 I 'R's .. +-' c.. 
'2,r (11.,;.\) ~-,e, ('i:-1 C. )2, 
' ' 
+- { ( 11,. '6 -n,) R ·-n,(,-'6)R 
' -( '+?t"l ~ ) .... (?t,+1) c +ic:.. 
+ 
( \ - '6 ) 
•.· , .. 
As a check on equations (JO) and (35), it can be shown that 
application of equations (10) _yields the results given in [4], 
In the derivation of these results, the following corrections were 
made in ( 4) : 
R J :c- ,e-
(35) 
1. Equation (4) - Tb~ £actor ot (1 + c)-1t should be -'2, 
~ , , ~ i \t•' f 4' •ff"' . f• I -i .. .... 
:•11 -~· .. ' ' ...... 
•.. ,~ ... ,, .... -·· .._ ... -"" ··.,. ,~ . . . · .... ,-, . . . ,. ,, r2· 
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• 
2, Equation (14) - The numerator in the first term ehould 
be M [(\-v')(\+lJ)+ (\-u)(!>-U')] 
. 3 3. K5 - The coefficient of the M term should be m~nus, not 
plus. 
The first correction is a result. of the transformation of elastic 
I constants while the latter follow from continuity of stresses across 
the bond line. There are errors in ( <r x>2 due to Q but, in the 
above derivation, they were avoided. 
--- Finally, to obtain the solution when the loac acts at z0 = b + ic, " I 
transform,, the above equations (lo) and (35) by letting X 1 = X +band 
y' = y. The result of this chalg.e1 of coordinate systems is given 'below; 
.. 
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Appendix !! - Determination gf. &!!l f'or Problem ~ 
. ' 
In order to evaluate the integrals involved in determining the 
function g(z) defined in equation (6), reference is made to the 
discussion on Cauchy integrals in [5]. 
Letting L be a simple smooth contour, defines+ to be the 
finite part of the plane bounded by Lands- to be the infinite 
part of the plane. The positive direction of L is chosen so that 
\ 
$~-lies to the left of' L. Then, if f(z) be a function, holomorphic 
0 
in s- and~ continuous in s- + L excludinr a finite numter · of points 
ai, a2, . .• ,an ins- (including the point at infinity) where it may 
have poles with principal parts GJ.(z), G2 (z), ... ,Gn(z), then 
' r -+ (-.) d )( ~ - .f Ce) ... G, ( C) + '=i 1 ( t) ~ ... + Ei~("f) ( 38) 1-rrt J )(-~ 
L 
Rewriting g( Z) (making reference to equations (7}, (11), and 
(25} in [3]) to eliminate the e-TI~factor, one obtains 
~ vhere by convention in [3] integration is to be performed over the 
upper surface of the crack. Letting x take on the values of a 
complex variable, ~ine L to be a smooth contour about the crack 
(-a,a). Upon letting L shrink to the crack surface, the contour 
integration on both upper and lower surfaces is performed. Since 
2 € . the value of the integrand on the lover surf'ace is -e w times its 
value on the upper surface (see the discussion preceeding equations 
(13) and (14)), the value of the integral on either surf'ace is 
readily found from the contour integral. Defining 
. r. ] ' j-)(. i.-_ -i 2.-, 
, J 
. ·-· .• 
[:\ 
, .. 
















, .. ,. _ _ -. , __ . -.- i .. I __ 
,. • " <-1 ,- 11'!1• ~ .... ,..- II 
. . . 
where the stresses in r(x) are defined by equation· (3), one obtains 
from (38) and (39), 
' [- ~(-:a).-t C,1(c) .. c,~('i)+C1.sCc)] (40) \ -\- e 'l1T E 
. . 
where G1 (z), G)z), and G3(z) are the principal parts of f(z) at 
z0 , Zo, and infinity respectively and are.given by_ 
~ '11, R 
- ~~-----
2.,,. ( \ .. ?1.2. ! ) 2 ,r ( ~, + " ) 
The minus sign before the integral in (40) has been omitted since the 
integration is performed in the direction opposite to convention. Thus, 
\ \ 
~ Tt \ + e, 2.-rr!. 
R 
- ------ r =t.o-a (\..-?t.2.~) i:-Co - ~1-a. 
R 
' 
[ '1'?.,R -.(~-~) A. 
( 71. I + "t ) . ( 11., + ~ ) 
+ 
-~ (~-~o) ~ 
( ?t, t " ) ( ~ - ~\) ) :a 
\ 
R 
- -----( \ 411.-,. ~) 
-26-
I 
-?t., R ' 
--(?t,-li) ~-~ 
• E... 
L y-i,-~--a-2-_ -, 
(~i ta'"~) 
io,.,.-a,. 

























a= half crack length 
A= complex constant 
b, c = dimensions 
Ej = Young's moduli (j = 1,2) 
g(z), F(z) = complex functions ot z 
Gj = shear 1aoduli (j = 1,2) 
i =. (-1)t 
~,~=stress intensity factors 
P, Q = y and x-components of R 
R = complex force, Q + iP 
uj, vj = displacements (j = 1,2) 
x, y = rectangular coordinates 
x0 , y 0 = real constants 
z = complex variable, x + iy 
a0 = complex constant, x0 + 1y0 
1 = G1/G2 
C = bielastic · constant 
-,, 




?ii = j - 4 c.> j for plane strain and 3 -1' j/1 + U j for 
plane stress (j = 1,2) 
-(,( = n 1 + 1/i(n2 + 1) 
2J1 = Poisson I s ratio (j = 1,2) 
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